
The weekly Freddie Mac survey 
showed that 30-year fixed-rate 
mortgage rates rose to 5.11 
percent last week, up by 200 
basis points since the beginning 
of the year.

Higher home prices and 
mortgage rates are starting to 
weigh on potential buyers, but 
solid job gains and a desire for 
space continue to bolster 
demand.

Mortgage rates reach 
the highest level since 
2011

The median price of 
existing homes sold 
continues to rise 
quickly

Source: Haver Analytics

Housing data mostly weaker
Monthly housing indicators released last week were mostly to the downside.
Homebuilder sentiment waned, existing home sales declined, and single-family
housing starts and building permits slowed (but starts and permits were both up
for multifamily dwellings). There were some positives from the housing data, plus
initial jobless claims remained low while the index of leading economic indicators
(LEI) moved higher (but the 12-month growth rate slowed).

The housing market may have peaked
Homebuilder sentiment slipped last month according to the NAHB survey, falling
to a seven-month low. Present sales and the traffic of prospective buyers both
declined, but expectations for future sales rose for the first time this year. The
overall level remains elevated, and with the future sales component being a
decent leading indicator, the outlook for new home sales may be waning, but not
rapidly.

Housing starts and building permits help to corroborate that outlook, as both
grew from the month prior. The details, however, suggest that the potential
supply from starts and permits would be coming from multifamily housing rather
than single family. While any supply at this point would be helpful to meet the
shortfall of units relative to demand, single-family construction is slipping as
builders face shortages of workers, high input costs, and a lack of buildable lots.

Existing home sales decelerated for a second consecutive month to an annual
pace of 5.77 million units for March. While still a strong pace relative to the past 15
years, existing home sales have slowed for the past two months and are at the
lowest level since June 2020. Lack of for-sale inventory has hindered sales since
even before the pandemic, but that constraint has clearly worsened in the post-
Covid recession period. At the end of March, there were 950,000 existing units for
sale, close to an all-time low. The months’ supply at the current sales rate edged
higher to 2.0 — but this is also close to the lowest level on record. In addition to
the lack of supply, sharply higher mortgage rates (up by 200 basis points since
the end of last year) and disposable income being syphoned off by higher inflation
have helped to reduce sales. But there continues to be excess demand for
housing, as the median price of an existing home sold jumped by 15 percent in
March from a year earlier. The combination of higher house prices and mortgage
rates have offset rising incomes and lowered home affordability — now at the
lowest level since mid-2008. Still, affordability remains well above its long-term
median and at a level of 135.4 it shows that a household with the median income
has 35.4 percent more income than necessary to qualify for the median priced
home. While job growth remains solid, housing demand should be able to mostly
weather higher mortgage rates, but with higher interest rates likely going forward,
demand may slip further.

Jobless claims remain low while leading economic indicators climb again
Initial jobless claims were little changed last week at 184,000. The four-week
moving average is just above 177,000 — a remarkably low level. This measure
continues to signal tightness in the job market. Since jobless claims are a nearly
real-time indicator of labor demand, it will be closely watched in coming months
to see if Fed tightening is slowing the economy.

The Conference Board’s index of leading economic indicators (LEI) rose by 0.3
percent in March, the 21st gain in the past 23 months. But the 12-month growth
rate slowed to 6.4 percent. This measure has been a very accurate leading
indicator of recession when it turns negative. The trend growth rate for March
remains well above its long run median and along with an upward sloping yield
curve (one of the components of the LEI) gives no indication of a near-term
recession.
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A small increase in new home sales expected for March
Although rising mortgage rates are undoubtedly cutting into what would otherwise be a
faster pace of home sales, new home sales likely remained strong for March. While the
present sales component of the NAHB housing market index edged lower for the month
(but to a still very high level), MBA data showed that mortgage applications to buy new
homes jumped for the month — perhaps as potential buyers scrambled to buy before
mortgage rates climbed even higher. We expect that these surveys showed a market
that was little changed for the month, with a small increase in the annualized pace of
new home sales to 785,000 units for March.

Quarterly real GDP growth expected to slow sharply

Strong consumer spending growth expected, boosted by inflation
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Economic growth likely cooled significantly in the first quarter as the slow momentum
from December carried over to the new year. Much of the large growth from the fourth
quarter came from an enormous increase in private inventories which wasn’t repeated
to start this year, while inflation-adjusted consumer spending wasn’t particularly
strong after January (growth in spending on services was offset by a reduction in
spending on goods). We project first-quarter annualized real GDP growth of 1.1
percent, which would be the slowest since second quarter 2020. On a year-over-year
basis (a better way to look at growth than the quarterly growth in this highly volatile
measure), growth is expected to slow to a still solid 4.2 percent.

Strong wage growth continued for March, but hours worked were down, leading to
slow weekly earnings growth. This likely resulted in similarly slow growth in personal
income, which we project grew by 0.1 percent. Personal consumption expenditures
(PCE), on the other hand, likely saw strong growth due mostly to higher prices; we
project that PCE grew by 0.5 percent.

Most of the growth in prices came from food and energy, so while the overall PCE
price index should show strong growth for March (up by 0.9 percent), inflation in the
core rate (which strips out the volatile food and energy components) was likely far
more modest. We project growth in the core PCE price index of 0.3 percent, which
would drop the 12-month rate slightly to 5.3 percent.
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Here’s what we are watching this week:

Core PCE inflation, year-over-year percent change
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Period Actual Previous

Housing market index Apr. 77 79

Housing starts Mar. 1.79 M 1.79 M

Building permits Mar. 1.87 M 1.87 M

Existing home sales Mar. 5.77 M 5.93 M

Initial jobless claims Week ending Apr. 16 184,000 186,000

Philadelphia Fed manufacturing survey Apr. 17.6 27.4

Index of leading economic indicators Mar. 0.3% 0.6%

S&P Global flash manufacturing PMI Apr. 59.7 58.8

S&P Global flash services PMI Apr. 54.7 58.0

Previous Week’s Indicators

Release Date Period Forecast* Previous

Dallas Fed manufacturing survey Mon. Apr. 13.1 8.7

Durable goods Tues. Mar. 3.2% -2.1%

S&P/Case-Shiller 20-city HPI (y/y) Tues. Feb. 19.4% 19.1%

Consumer confidence index Tues. Apr. 108.4 107.2

New home sales Tues. Mar. 785,000 772,000

Richmond Fed manufacturing survey Tues. Apr. 15 13

Pending home sales Wed. Mar. -3.2% -4.1%

Initial jobless claims Thurs. Week ending Apr. 23 176,000 184,000

Real GDP Thurs. Q1 1.1% 6.9%

GDP price index Thurs. Q1 7.7% 7.1%

Kansas City Fed manufacturing survey Thurs. Apr. 34 37

Personal income Fri. Mar. 0.1% 0.5%

Consumer spending Fri. Mar. 0.5% 0.2%

Core PCE price index (m/m) Fri. Mar. 0.3% 0.4%

Core PCE price index (y/y) Fri. Mar. 5.3% 5.4%

Employment cost index Fri. Q1 1.3% 1.0%

Chicago PMI Fri. Apr. 63.6 62.9

Consumer sentiment Fri. Apr. 65.4 65.7

* Nationwide Economics Forecast

This Week’s Indicators
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